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Abstract 
 Housing prices rose too fast and too high for many years, it has become a big 
problem that seriously impact on the people’s livelihood who want to own their home. 
Real estate is one of important pillar industries can promote economic growth in 
China, thriving demand to push price is normal; but if prices rose too high quickly,  
the gap between disposable income of residents and price like a hanging valley, 
causing seriously imbalance, and housing bubble will appear, eventually curb 
economic growing sustainably, and also breed social conflicts. Because housing is a 
sequence of first-class major items of durable consumer goods for residents, the 
regulation of real estate has been listed as an important policy since 2003. Although 
our government has increased regulation and control, but the results with little success 
over the years. Regard the previous regulatory policy, credit policy has been an 
important means to control prices , to trace the origin, finding out the relationship 
among housing price, bank credit and economic growth is essential. 
 The paper discussed the mechanism among price of real estate, bank credit and 
macro-economic theoretically. And on this basis, using latest monthly and quarterly 
data from January in2003 to December in 2010 from multiple angles selecting a 
different standard of measurement to analysis the interaction among housing price, 
bank credit and macroeconomic empirically. Firstly using the ADF test, cointegration, 
error correction model, Granger causality test to analysis the interaction between  
housing price and seasonally adjusted total bank credit empirically; Secondly using 
the same method described above to test the relationship between housing price and 
economic growth. Most previous studies of the relationship between them is from 
macro veiw, this article from the macro and micro perspectives respectively, using 
value added of industry and disposable income as two economic growth indicators; 
Finally, different from most previous studies which viewed the relations among 
housing price, bank credit and economic growth in a isolated systems , by building 















environment. Using multivariate cointegration analysis, impulse response functions 
and variance decomposition to analysis the interaction among housing price, bank 
lending and macroeconomic comprehensively .Bank credit, especially here, for it can  
more closely with real estate, selected domestic loans of investment and development 
of real estate to measure. 
This research is supported by: from the long term vies, a long-term equilibrium 
relationship exists among housing price, bank loans and macroeconomic, housing 
price and bank lending, housing price and economic growth both exist unidirectional 
Granger causality, bank lending and economic growth are Granger causes of housing 
price; but price is not Granger causes of bank loans and economic growth. From the 
short term dynamic view, price fluctuations are mainly caused by its own factors. But 
with the increase of the period, economic growth become the main factors affecting 
the price change, the impact of domestic loans on housing prices is limited and no 
lasting effects. Interest rates have a negative impact on real estate prices, and the 
impact of inflation on housing prices is not significant. 
Finally, according to the conclusion of empirical analysis with current real estate 
control policies, credit policy with a prudent monetary policy has a positive effect on 
the stability of housing price. In addition, simply linking price control objectives to 
GDP and disposable income growth will push prices rise, the Government should pay 
more attention to the housing affordability of residents. 
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第一章 绪言  





















































1.2 国内外研究现状回顾   

















































Chirinko，DeHaant 和 Sterken（2004）运用 SVAR 模型对 13 个发达国家的
情况进行研究分析，发现对一国而言，房屋比股票对消费、产出等实际经济具有
更大的作用，回归结果显示：若房价上涨 1%之后，消费上涨 0.75%；房价上涨
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